Hammers

Speciality Hammers

Speciality Hammers Geologists Pick

Slaters Hammers

These are specialist hammers with a
long thin pointed pick end for piercing
and cutting holes in slates, and an
opposing rectangular striking head for
driving nails. An integral nail puller on
the head is an added feature.

Designed for use by geologists when
taking samples of rock and fossils in
the field, this pick has a large square
striking face with an opposing end
ground to a point for splitting, cracking
and levering.

Walling Hammer

A walling or masons hammer features
a large square striking face with the
opposing end shaped as a long
tapered horizontal chisel end for cutting
a line around the circumference of any
masonry to be split. After the cutting
line is completed, a sharp blow with the
striking face produces a clean cut.

Tubular Steel
906g (32oz)
FAISSSH
£22.95 Ex VAT
£27.54 Inc VAT

Hickory
680g (24oz)
FAIHSH
£27.13 Ex VAT
£32.56 Inc VAT

Hickory
624g (22oz)
FAIHGP
£22.37 Ex VAT
£26.84 Inc VAT

Welders Chipping Welders Hammer
The welders hammer is for removing
Hammer
weld splatter and other scale from
A chisel and point
hammer with a sprung
handle to reduce kick
back. Used for removing
flux/slag from the
finished weld.

metalwork. The head is ground to a
vertical chisel at one end and a point
at the other.

Hickory
1.1kg (40oz)
FAIHWALL
£26.87 Ex VAT
£32.24 Inc VAT

Boiler Scaling
Hammers

Available in two weights, these
specially designed hammers are for
removing deposits and scale from
metalwork. The head is ground to a
chisel shape with one end vertical and
the other horizontal to the handle.

Length 290mm
Hickory
454g (16oz)
FAIHSCALE16
£17.46 Ex VAT
£20.95 Inc VAT

Steel
333g (12oz)

FAIWCH
£7.65 Ex VAT £9.18 Inc VAT

108

Hickory
454g (16oz)

FAIHSCALEB16
£18.38 Ex VAT
£22.06 Inc VAT

Hickory
680g (24oz)

FAIHSCALEB24
£20.81 Ex VAT
£24.97 Inc VAT

